C-MAC® - The Premium Class
Airway management for neonatology and pediatrics
Decision-making uncertainty?

The intubator has to deal with several concerns surrounding the patient and adequate airway management.

Selecting the right instrumentation and its correct use and application should not present an additional challenge.
C-MAC® – the Solution!

A platform for your airway management

Did you know that the C-MAC® system from KARL STORZ offers the widest range of endoscopic front ends in the pediatric and neonatology sector?

You can choose between 6 different blades for video laryngoscopes alone.

You can rely on a system for your airway management needs that is portable, offers multiple visualization possibilities and, above all, allows all front ends to be exchanged within seconds.
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It is recommended to check the suitability of the product for the intended procedure prior to use.